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DIGESTr:

1. Procurement documents in 'four-step" procurement
established goal for maximum use of "tried and
true" computer equipment but did not necessarily
rule out modified equipment based on preexisting
technology or new equipment if based on preexist-
ing equipment or technology. Documents were writ-
ten broadly enough to permit use of tried technology
or equipment.

2. Under literal reading of provisions requiring equip-
ment verification, preexisting technology--prototype
rela..ed equipment--would qualify so long as technology
had verified performance characteristics.

3. Given acceptance of Air Force's interpretation of
"tried and true" provisions, fact that successful
offeror proposed relatively new minicomputer--based
on proven technology and use within IBMI Corporation---
should not have disqualified proposal. Similar con-
clusion applies to proposed use of preexisting compiler.

4. "Tried and true" evaluation stritdard--never identified
in RFP as separate evaluation factor--is of an entirely
subjective cha-acter. All offerors should have expected
that Air Fcrce would necessarLily have had to exercise
extremely broad discretion in evaluating offerors' ef-
forts under standard. Record reveals, moreover, that
proposals were evaluated under standard.

5. Given that R-P provision on "programming languages" did
not expressly require--or prohibit--use of "high order"
programming language, that provisions of DOD Directive
5000.29 did not apply to procurement, and that Air iorce
has refuted by force of argument alleged automatic supe-
riority of "higl' order" programming language, view of
implicit procurement requirements for "high order" lan-
guage is rejected.

6. To extent that protester objects to Air rorce's deter-
mination that less restrictive specification--permitting
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offerors to use either "high order" or "low order" pro-
gramming language--will meet Air Force's needs, ground of
protest is not for review.

7. As practical matter, it would have been impossible
to have obtained from competitive-range offerors
detailed information needed to evaluate life-cycle
costs down to module level since design of software
to module level would not occur until after award.

8. In both NASA and DOD procedures there are statements
of need to allow competitive-range offerors opporttiaity
for discussions. Both procedures stress need, however,
to restrict discussion of technical proposals to alari-
fying or substantiating proposal and specifically pro-
hibit discussions of technical weaknesses (NASA's term)
or deficiencies (DOD's term) relating co offeror's lack
of competence, diligence, inventiveness, or lack of
management abilities, engineering or scientific judgment.
Both procedures also provide for independent cost projec-
tion of "most probable" cost of doing business with offeror.

9. Since it is fundamental that proposed costs of cost-
reimbursement contract be analyzed by Government in terms
of realism, approval has been granted to process of award
selection based on Governmunt-adjusted costs of proposals
after close of negotiations even in non-four step procure-
ments.

10. No significant difference is seen, between process (in non-
four-step procurement) which permits cost adjustment of
proposed costs after close uf discussions for purposes
of award selection--even though no formal adjustment of
proposed contract price is made--and four-step process
which, through cost adjustment process, permits changed
contract Drice in line with Government-evaluated price.

11. Requirer.ent in DOD procedures that selected proposal must
meet Government's "minimum requirements" is nothing more
than rsqi:irement-that--aside from being most advantageous
proposal--proposal is to satisfy Government's core require-
ments to extent that proposal is in competitive range and
nut all requirem .ts as protester insists.

12. Since (1) selected proposal was rationally found to be in
competitive range; (2) discussions could not have been held
with selected offeror in contested areas without violating
procedures; (3) appropriate discussions with selected
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offeror wete otherwise conducted; (4) protester alleges
lack of discussion with itself largely in the abstract;
(5) posc-selection discussions with highest-rated offeror
did not result in "leveling", it cannot be concluded
Air Force failed to comply with requirements of 10 U.S.C.
5 2304(g).

13. Based on review of record, it is concluded that agency-
evaluated cost and technical differences between proposals
of protester and selected offeror are rationally founded.

GTE Sylvania, Inc., has protested the Department of the Air Force
award of a cost-plus-incentive-fee contract under request for proposals
(RFP) F19628-.76-1R-0102 to International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation
(ITT) for the "SATIN IV system." ("SATIN IV" is the Air Force designation
for the Strategic Air Command (SAC) automated total information network,
a communication system designed to connect five major centers and subcenters
with SAC. including individual missile launch control centers. The SATIN IV
system will be a complex of 'omputers, terminals and related switching equip-
ment capable of simultaneously sending, receiving and sorting messages.)

During the pendency of the protest, Sylvania filed suit in the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia, CTE Sylvania, Inc. v. Reed,
Civil Action No. 77-0519, requesting the court, among other things, to

"find that the award [to ITT]* * * is x * * illegal and void." The re-
quested finding, accompanied by motions for appropriate injunctive relief,
was prefaced with extensive discussion of the issues raised In the protest
before our Office. Or March 28, 1977, the court denied plaintiff's requesc
for a temporary restraining order, but otherwise expressed Interest in hav-
ing the views of our Office on the protest. Since the court wants our views,
we will consider the issues raised even though one or more issues might
otherwise be considered untimely filed (as urged by the Air Yorce) under
our Bid Protest Procedures (4 C.F.R. part 20 (1977)). Control Data Corpor-
ation, B-184927, April 23, 1976, 76-1 CPD 275.

The Air Force, through its Electronic Systems Division (ESD), formally
released the SATIN IV procurement program by issuance of the RFP on
January 9, 1976. The RFP informed offerars that the procurement was di-
vided into two main phases:

Phase I calls for the contractor to provide equipment, computer
programming (software) and test data sufficient to show that
the SATIN IV system is technically and economically feasible.
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Phase TI calls for the contractor to develop additional items,
while installing and testing production equipment and software
for the completed system. (Upon juccessful completion of the
Phase I effort and receipt of final approval, the Phase I con-
tractor is to be awarded the Phase II contract.)

The RFP listed general considerations for the selection of the suc-
cessful offeror, as follows:

"a. Understanding os the Requirements * A

b. Compliance with Requirements * *

c. Soundness of Approach * * *.

d. Soundness of Production Engineering and Management * * *

e. Computer Secur-ty Approach - The proposal must emphasize the
approach to satisfying the multilevel security requirements
of the SATIN IV system. The proposal must indicate the use
of previously Lnplemenred technology to satisfy the * * *
security requirement.

f. Program Management * *."

The RFP also listed the order of importance of the evaluation crite-
r1a for the procurement as follows:

"4.1 Technical Area

., ~ ~* A * *

"Design and Performance
Computer Security
Computer Program Functional Design
Reliability/Mlaintainability/Availability
SACCS Replacement Keyboard
COMSEC
Interfaces
Nuclear Hardness
Human Engineering
System Safety

"The ofleror's proposal will be assessed on the soundness of the
proposed System Design and the responsiveness to the System Speci-
fication. Standard Fqulpment utilizing demonstrated techniques is
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expected to be used; therefore, the proposed design will be
assessed as to the risk in technically implementing it in the
allotted time and how it reduces known risk areas in the pro-
gram such as: Computer Security, COMSEC, Interfaces, Missile
Field Requirements, message accuracy, system response, and re-
cuiifiguration. Producibility of the proposed SPM design will
also be assessed.

"4.2 Computer Program Design and Management

"The evaluation uf this area will be broken down into the follow-
ing items which are listed in their order of importance.

Management of Computer Program Development
Computer Programming Techniques
Language Description
Organization and Personnel
Background and Experience on Other

Computer Program "rojects

"The offeror's proposal will be assessed on the feasibility of
its management program to assure timely and complete computer
programs. His management program will be assessed as to its
ability to provide visibility of progress and respons'.± to con-
tingencies. The offeror's proposed uses of design techniques
and language will be assessed for responsiveness to the RFP.
The offeror will also be assessed on demonstrated experience
on like projects.

"4.3 System t perabili ty

* ** * *

"4.4 Cost * * *

"Phase I * * *

The proposals will be evaluated in terms of the total
proposed target cost of Phase I * * * to Cetermine
whether the estimate is reasonable * * *.

"Evaluation will be made of the realism of proposal
costs as they relate :o the offeror's design. This
part of the evaluation will include a comparison of
the offeror's proposed cost with the most probable
cost derived by the Government after considering the
otferor's technical approach.
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* * * * *

"Phase II * * *

"The cost/price estimates for (Phase II) will he fully
evaluated to establish the SATIN IV System Design to
Cost Goal * * *.

* * * * *

"Evaluacinn will also be mad'± of the credibility of the
estimated costs for [Phase 11] * * * [based on) comparison
* + * with the most probable cost derived by the Government * *

* * * * *

"Phase I * * * II * * *

"The Contracting Officer will determine and identify defi-
ciencfls contained in tle selected offeror's proposal, and
direct the selected offeror to correct deficiencies and
advise of cost impacts resulting therefrom.

"* * * Life Cycle Cost (is] a major and important factor
in the acquisition of the SATIN IV system. * * * LCC [L.ife
Cycle Cost] evaluation [will consider] * * *:

"The offeror's * * * documentation as to the accu-
racy of his data inputs.

"The offeror's ability to prove * * * costs * t *

involved in arriving at the * * * LCC.

"The offeror's ability to conduct an effective LCC
program * * *.

"4.5 Management

* * * * *

"4.6 Logistics
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"4.7 Test and Deployment

,; * * * *.

The RFP also incorporated Department of Defense Directive 4105.62
which defines a "four-step" source selection process which was to be
followed in selecting the successful contractor. A summary of the four-
stcp selection process is contained within the directive, as follows:

"Step 1. Separate technical proposals shall be solicited
and evaluatad and discussions held with all offerors * * *.

"Step 2. A cost/price proposal shall then be obtained from
each offtaror together with any necessary revisions to correct
the deficiencies in the technical proposals discussed in step
1. Subsequent to the receipt of the cost/price proposals and
any technical revisions, the competitive range will be astab-
lished. Those proposals outside of the competitive range at
this point may be eliminated and the offerors so notified.
Meaningful discussions will be held with the remaining
offerors * * *.

"Step 3. Following such discussions, a common cutoff date for
the receipt or final revisions to technical and cost/price sub-
mittals will be established and the remaining offerors so noti-
'ied. After receipt of any revised submittals, the proposals
shall be evaluated based upon the offeror's total proposal and
a contractor selected for negotiation of the contract.

"Step 4. A definitive contract will then be negotiated with
the selected offeror."

Technical proposals, called for under step 1 of the selection pro-
cess, were submitted by Sylvania and three other offerors, including I"T,
on March 23, 1976. Step 2 cost proposals were submitted by the four
offerors on June 8, 1976, after which the Department spent nearly 2 months
in evaluating proposals.

On August 20, 1976, the Department informed Sylvania that its proposal
was found to be in the competitive range for the procurement and that, fo'-
lowing discussions with each of the offerors within the competitive range,
step 3 proposals were to be submitted. Following these discussions,
Sylvania says that it submitted its step 3 proposal to the Department on
September 20, 1976. Thereafter, the Dupartment informed Sylvania that
the successful offeror was ITT.
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HISTORY OF THE SOURCE SELECTION

The Air Force evaluation of submitted proposals was initially to be
made by a source selection evaluation board. The board found that the ITT
proposal met or exceeded all standards and requirements. Although the
company claimed that only "tried and true" hardware, firmware and software
wc ld be -ed for the work, the board noted Lhat caution had to be excer-
cised with respect to the claim since additional deveiopmeitt appeared to
be necessary in one area; also a proposed component was considered not
nearly as advanced as first suggested in the company's initial proposal.
Further, the board found that ITT's approach to the management of software
development was well disciplined. Besides showing an excellent understand-
ing of programming methodologies, the methodologies were extended and com-
plemented by other tools, especially r.he use of an automated software
development library system. The board considered acceptable ITT's "dual
language" approach which involved the use of a "high order" computer pro-
gramming language (compiler) and "low order" assembly language for the
computer program. Additionally, the board noted one of ITT's proposed
subcontractors would establish a computer program development facility
thereby strengthening IlT's proposal.

Notwithstanding the overall judgment of the board that ITT's proposal
met or exceeded the requirements and standards of the UlFP, ITT's proposal
was found to contain "significant weaknesses" in system control, response
time and in three other areas---mainly dea.ing with security and certain
tests. ITT's initial cost prixposal was adjusted--through use of the so-
called "parametric" cost technique--by the Air Force cost evaluators to a
finally estimated cost. Similarly, phase II costs--including some elements
of life-cycle cosLs--were adjusted. Because of the discrepancy between ITT
proposed costs and Air Force evaluated costs, ITT's cost proposal was termed
unrealistically low. Based, in part, on the analysis, ITT's technical pro-
posal was rated "acceptable."

The board's evaluation of Sylvania's proposal shows that, although the
company's proposal in areas such as human engineering and systenm safety
demonstrated Sylvania's understanding of these requirements, the company's
proposal in other areas demonstrated lack of sufficient detail, contradic-
tions and Inconsistencies. For example, the evaluators found Sylvania's pro-
posal to contain (a) a fragmented design approach resulting in lack of tecn-
nical consistency; (b) a lack of information regarding Sylvania's innovative
approach to computer security; and (c) a poor showing of how the proposed
design met "interface" requirements.

Sylvania's proposal was also considered to show an excellent understand-
ing of management concepts and structured programming technology to be used
for the software development. The use of "flexible architecture," the use
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of a single high order language for all software and the excellent design
documentation approach was considered to enhance Sylvania's approach.

Inherent in Sylvania's flexible approach in software requirements, the
board found, were two major problems: (1) flexibility of software required
stringent controls; and (2) the general lack of Government experience with
the approach leading to an "uncertainty risk" as opposed to a "threat-type
risk."

Sylvania's initial cost proposal for phase I work was adjusted by the
Air Force to a finally evaluated cost. Similarly, Sylvania's total system
cost--including elements of life-cycle cost--was adjusted to reflect the
parametric estimate. Sylvania's proposed costs were considered very opti-
mistic but on the lower range of cost realism. Based on the foregoing
analysis, in part, the board rated Sylvania's technical proposal "marginal."

The board's findings were then reviewed by a source selection advisory
council. The council termed the relative ranking of Sylvania and ITT to be
relatively close. ITT was considered to have a somewhat better overall
understanding in the technical area, only a marginally weaker position in
computer program design and management than Sylvania, an excellent view of
system operating problems, and the probability of generally less risk of
unknown schedule problems after negotiations. Because of these views, the
council concluded that ITT's proposal provided the better foundation for a
successful SATIN IV program.

The general findings of the council wore that none of the proposals,
as submitted Pnd modified through step 2 procedures, offered a clear demon-
stration on the part of the offerors that they totally understood and could
satisfy the Air Force's requirements. But through negotiations with any of
the offerors remaining in the competitive range---including Sylvania and
ITT--"discrepancies" could probably be cleared up, points of concern could
be eased, and a contract agreed to that would technically meet Air Force
needs. As to specifics, the council agreed with the board that ITT's pro-
posel, while seriously deficient in areas of system control a-d micro-
programming documentation, could be corrected through negotiations. More-
over, the council concurred in the board's finding that ITT's technical.
approach presented lower risks than any other offeror's proposal. Other
findings of the council which evidence concurrence in the board's conclu-
sions were:

(1) ITT's probability of successful performance was slightly
higher than Sylvania's probability of success;

(2) lack of supporting design detail in Sylvania's proposal
raised uncertainties as to the company's understanding of the
requirements; and
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(3) ITT presented the best overall management structure.

The source selectlon official concurred in the analyses of the council
and board and selected ITT for step 4 discussions. As a result of these
discussions, ITT's proposed costs to.: tie phase I work were raised--through
correction of deficiencies--trom approximately $23 million Lu approximately
$32 million. This $32 million cost figure was within the cost projection
for the correction of ITT deficiencies which the Air Force made prior to
the selection of the compeny's proposal.

Although the negotiated phase I price for ITT was higher than Sylarania's
proposed price of $29 million, Lhe Air Force felt that ITT's proposal was
still the most desirable because all deficiencies and unknown characteristics
had been removed by step 4 discussion On the other hand, Sylvania's pro-
posal (based on estimated costs of $29 million) contained a significant
quantity of deficiencies. Further, based on Air Force cost projections and
analysis, the Air Force felt Sylvania's proposed cost would increase in
similar proportion to ITT's pronosed cost should step 4 discussions be held
with Sylvania. This conclusion was based on Air Force findings that Sylvania
deficiencies as an aggregate appeared to be of a similar overall magnitude
to ITT's deficiencies. Fince this evaluation confirmed the original award
selection, the Air Force decided to proceed with the award to ITT.

Sylvania's protest, as amended, raises three basic Issues: (1) the
computer and reatled software proposed by ITT are not "tried and true"
and failed to meet the RFP requir..ients; (2) the Air Force's selection of
a system containing a "Low order level" (L.OL) programming language was
arbitrary and a product of the Air Force's fair re to evaluate properly the
software aspects of the proposals; and (3) the Air Force and ITT representa-
tives negotiated major, material changes to the ITT proposal during step 4
of the SATIN IV procurement nrocess in violation of DOD Directive 4105.62.

ISSUE 1--"TRIED AND TRUE" REQUIREMENT

Sylvania argues that ITT's proposed use of the "IBM Series/i computer
and its associated software * * * is neither 'tried and true' nor 'verified
in a military or commercial environment' as required by the RFP." Sylvania
draws attention to the following RFP requirements and provisions in "other
procurement documents:"

"Program Mnalgement Plan, paragraph 1.1.5:

i * As a result, the procurement will be: A,
Off-the-shelf as far as possible; B. Modification
of off-the-shelf equipment as necessary to meet
operational requirements (within state-of-the-art
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and; C. flew hardware/software design (withiii state-of-the-art)
only where necessary. Requiremenrs for design of new hardware
should be of a very low magnitude. Developrment of new technot-
ogies will not be required. * * *" (Emphasis added.)

Instructions for Proposal. Preparation, section 1.1:

"Tr is intended that maximum use of 'tried and true' cquip-
ments/computer programs (the desig'I of whien is known k:nd the
performa~nce characteristics of which have been verified in a tmili-
tary or commercial environment) be utilized throdghout the entire
acquisition of the SATIN IV program." (Emphasis added.)

Instructions for Proposal Preparatlou, section 6.3.1.2:

"* * * The offeror shall not propose any new computer pro-
'ramming language (assembly language or High Order Language) or
any new language translator. This does not preclude modifying
existing translators or using a corlpiLer generator. X* *"
(Emphasis added.)

Evaluation Factors for Award, section 3.Oe:

"% * * The proposal must indicate use of previously implei;,ented
technology to satisfy the SATIN IV multilevel security require-
ment. * * *"

Evaluatiuc Facturs for Award, section i.l:

"* * * The offeror's proposal will be assessed on the soundness of
the proposed System Design and the responsiveness to the Svstem
Specification. Standard Equipment utilizing demonstrated tech-
niques is expected to be used; therefnre, the proposed design
will be assessed as Go the risk in technically implementing it
in the allotted time and how it reducLs known risk areas in the
program such Pr: * c *" (Enphasi, added.)

Preproposal Briefing, Attachment It 1, dated 5 Feb. 1976, second full
paragraph:

"And this leads to Ehe third point - there is to be no new tecn-
nology developed to implement security features into tLe software
and hardware of the system. Especially In regard to the hardware,
the ways in which the contractor chooses to combine existing h. i-
ware techniques or mechanisms with the sottware may be unique, Kt-it
the actual hardware must be hardware that has been previouslv im-
plemented.' (Emphasis added.)
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Statement of Work, section 1010.03:

"Comply with Attachment 3 to this SOW, Tasking and Relationship
with CCPC. Deliver to CCPC hardware and a commercially available
general purpose operating system that will allow CCPC to develop,
produce, and test application software." (Emphasis added i. nccnnd
sentence.)

Sylvania argues that the "intent of the Department to enforce these require-
ments is contained in the [litigation-related] testimony of Colonel Woodruff"
--one of the Air Force's evaluators for the procuremant--at pages 125-149
of the testimony.

Recognizing these requirements, which Sylvania considers to be a clear
preference for "minimization of risks in the system" and a direction to
offerors "not [to] seek the development of new hardware and software,"
Sylvania says that it proposed the "Burroughs Model A machine." This
machine, Sylvania feels, is better--in state-of-the-art and prior record--
than any other computer in a "military or commercial environment." By con-
rrast, the IB3M machine proposed by ITT is considered to be "ccrmercially
competitive for relatively low order requirements and not with the more ex-
tensive SATIN IV applications in mind." To amplify its argument that the
IBM machine is not "tried and true" Sylvania argues:

"At the time ITT submitted its SATIN IV proposal, the IBM
series/l processor incorporated in the proposal was not in com-
mercial, use. IBM had not even announced its availability at that
time. Specifically, the Series/l machine had never been built
and used in either a militarized or commercial application. The
CS--i processor (the militarized version of the Series/i) has not
been built to this date. Neither the Serics/i machine nor its
militarized cousin the CS-1 can, therefore, be considered either
'off-the-shelf' or 'tried and tLre,' and the ITT proposal incor-
porating this equipment fails to meet the requirements of the RF'.
Sylvania would emphasize that L;;e processor (computer) is the
driving, critical component of the system without which the system
could not operate. All other equipment in the system is peripheral
to and completely dependent upon the computers to which the standard
of 'tried and true' should have beer strictly applied.

"The software associated with the Series/l machine is equally "'"f-

tried.' At the time the ITT prcposal was submitted, the software
it proposed was non-existent or as a minimum had never been utilized
in either a military or commercial context. The ,achine-orientrd,
low ordrr language (LOL) required to program the new Scries/i machine'
is itself a new language and, when proposed by LIT, constituted a
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blatant violation oi :he RFP which prohibited the proposal of
a new computer programming language."

The Air Force replies contained in written reports dated March 21
and June 10, 1977) to issue one and Sylvania's counter-response (May 17,
1977) are summarized as follows;

Sylvania Air Force

(1) The quoted RFP documents (1) An analysis of the ITT
nowhere refer to "tried and proposal shows not only that
true technology" as the de- it is responsive to the require-
sired standard but rather ments, but also that it satis-
"tried and true" equipment. factorily achieved thle other
All new equipment must be goals cited by Sylvania. The
based on precedent--existing minicomputer offered in the ITT
technology--and therefore any proposal (referred to as the
new item of hardware would Series/l by Sylvania) is derived
meet the Air Force's tongue- from the 11311 4955 commercial pro-
in-cheek characterization of cessor and memory. This model is
the intent of the RFP. The relatively new, but is based on
Air Force attempts to ignore proven technology which has been
the "tried and true" require- successfully militarized in other
ment by defining it so as to defense programs. This minicom-
be meaningless. It admits puter is now on the commercial
that the IBM machine is a new market and requires no additional
equipment. Moreover, the development for SATIN IV but for
defect in the Air Force evalu- conversion to MIL packaging. Newly
ation approach affects both developed technology is not a part
ITT's proposed hardware rseries/ of the proposal. Furthermore, the
equipment and compiler) and subsidiary equipments (tape devices,
software. discs, modems, etc.), more numerous

in number tha4 the minicomputers to
be used, are essentially standard,

Sylvania determined prior off-the-shelf equipments. Therefore,
to submitting a proposal, the ITT proposal fully utilizes
that the IBM machine did "tried and true" technology, as
not meet the "tried and required, and also provides for the
true" requirements of the extensive use of existing equipments
RFP. Sylvania also con- other than the Series/l minicomputer.
sidered a Burroughs machine Furthern.ore, there is no new devel-
comparable to the IBM Series/ opment for the SATIN IV program.
1 unit but rejected it as not The development of the Serios/l
being "tried and true." minicomputer was at private expense

and has preceded any SATIN IV
procurcr'int.
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In short, ITT's proposal
is based on proven technology
and is coaposed of standard
equipment utilizing demonstrated
techniques as is required by the
RFP, rather than being completely
dependent upon use of an untried
computer as Sylvania has alleged.
The software is similarly derived
from proven technol)gy.

As to Sylvania's analysis of
procurement documents, the protest-
er relies on a number of excerpts
to establish the supposed require-
merii for "tried and true," off-the-
shelf hardware and software. Taken
together, these characterl-ations
establish goals to be worked toward
rather than rigid requirements that
the entire system be "tricd and
true." These excerpts show that
S4TIN IV was not to be a research
and development effort in that new
technologies were not to be devel-
oped. Each offeror was encouraged
to maximize the use of "tried and
true" equipments/computcr software.
However, it is clear that modified
and/or new equipments could be used
where necessary. There is no ex-
isLing hardware/software that can
perform the SATIN IV function as is.

(2) Mr. William C. Janofsky, (2) Sylvania has misunderstood
who was head of the panel charged Mr. Janofsky's testimony. What
with the evaluation of computer Mr. Janofsky said was that his panel
program design and management, did not evaluate under the "tried
testified that, at least with and true" test. Sylvania ignores
respect to software, the "tricd Mr. Janofsky's prior testimony in
and true" nature of the proposals which he pointed out that his panel
was not even evaluated or scored. was concerned with software manage-
Further, the softwcre for the ment and, therefore, was not con-
Series/l is practically non- cerned with "tried and true."
existent since the first IBM Anohier evaluator, Captatn Furst,
machines were not delivered has explained that "tried and true"

was not relevant to certain parts
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until after the submission of of the SATIN IV application soft-
SATIN IV proposals. One com- ware since no existing software
uercial customer has testified could have met SATIN IV
that the delivered IBM machine requirements in these areas.
was accompanied by "skimpy" Indeed, in the application soft-
software. There is no way that ware no offeror proposed pre-
this barebones assortment of existing software, and that offeror
software could meet t'ie "veri- coming closest to such an offering
fied in a military or commercial was not Sylvania. Moreover, the
environment" provision of the RFP. question of "tried and true" was

considered by the Air Force, namely:
Sylvania's proposal was prepared software, exccpt application soft-
so as to make the maximum use of ware, by Captain Furst's panel and
existing software available from hardware by the hardware subpanel.
other applications. Moreover, Neither took the precise approach
the SATIN IV software package is which Sylvania implies should have
composed of a number of major been used because "tried and true"
components which were not neces- was a goal, not a requirement. The
sarily unique to SATIN IV. For extent to which the goal was met by
example, existing components each offeror provided one of the
such as a real-time operating many evaluation inputs analyzed.
system and the softwarc. needed
to achieve a real-time multi-
processor capability could be
adapted from other applications.
Sylvania did adapt these tried
components. But Sylvania's ef-
forts to use tried software were
not recognized--notwithstanding
the Air Force's efforts to en-
courage offerors to minimize risks
in all proposed areas.

In attempting to comply with the
important hardware and software
"tried and trne" requirement,
Sylvania made numerous tradeoffs
in the computers to be used, the
form of the software and even as
to subcontractors which would be
used. But the Air Force ignored
the requirements and Sylvania's
efforts.

(3) The "untried" nature of the (3) Sylvania'sr assumption that
IBM software is shown by the ITT has not yet developed a
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proposed use of "FL-I" programming compiler for "L-1 is incorrect.
language in that, at the time ITT The ITT proposal uses a modified
submitted its proposal and today, preexisting compiler and complies
there exists no PL-l compiler for with the RFP requirement that:
the I'M machine. Moreover, since "The offeror shall not propose
IBM recently announced that a PL-1 any new computer programming lan-
compiler wi uld not be available guage * * *. This does not 1pre-
until Apri 1978, it is clea_ that elude modifying existing translators
the 1978 compiler will be devel- or using a compiler generator."
oped at Air Force expense.
Further, it has been revealed that
a software operating system will
not be available until late 1977
despite the requirement that it
be provided within S months oa
contract award.

(4) The low order computer lan- (4) For the IBM computer, the
guage proposed by ITT is designed language proposed is assembly
to operaLe on a "new" machine and language. While the language
and is, therefore, a "new" lan- might be categorized as "new"
guage prohibited by the REP. when compared Lo ALGOL or PL-I,

it is off-the-shelf as far as
SATIN IV is concerned, since it
is one that is in existence and
used with processors right now.

ANALYSIS--ISSUE ONE

The procurement documents cited by Sylvania for the proposition that
the Air Force intended a fixed reqtiirement for "tried and true" hardware
and soft':aLce--that is, completely developed, preexisting, off-the-shelf
machinery and programmiug--do not, in our view, support the proposition
advanced. Instead, we agree w'th the Air Force view that, in the main, the
documents established a goal for maximum use of "tried and true" equipment,
but did not necessarily rule out modified equipment based on preexising
technology or new equipment if based on preexisting equipment or tech-
nology. Nor do we agree with Sylvania that the "tried and true" state-
menL referred only to existing equipment rather than. .o existing techniques
or existing technology.

For example, the program nanagement plan permitted modification of
existing equipment as well as a new hardware/software dc-sign (where neces-
sary). If there were a fixed requirement for "tried and true" equipment,
it is obvious that the cited permission would not have been allowed. Simi-
larly, the phras2s instructing offerors to propose "demorstrated techniques"
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in responding to the technical criteria and to use "previously implemented
technology ro satisfy the * * * security requirement" also support the
view that an offeror could properly respond to the "tried and true" goal
by proposing previously tried technology which might not necessarily be
linked to previously tried equipment completely identical to the proposed
equipment. Neither do we agree with Sylvania's view that permitting use
of "tried and true" technology as opposed to accepting "tried and true,"
previously used equipment renders the "tried and true" provisions meaning-
less. in our view, the provisions were written broadly enough to permit
use of tried technology or equipment. We find nothing necessarily incon-
sistent or improper in this approach.

Further, although Sylvania reads the requirement that the performance
characteristics of proposed equipments/computer programs of known design
were to have been "verified in a commercial or military environment" to
mean that the actual equipment/programs were to be so verified, we do root
agree that the literal reading of the provision supports that view. All
that is required under this provision is that performance characteristics
of known design--as contrasted with the actual equipment/programs--be
so verified. Under the literal reading of the provision, we agree that pre-
existing technology--prototype-related equipment--would qualify so long as
the technology had verified performance characteristics w1h4zh would be
present in the delivered equipment/prograrbi.

Finally, we see nothing In the record of the 11tigation-related testi-
mony of Colonel Woodruff which is necessarily inconsistent with this inter-
pretation. As was stated by Colonel Woodruff on page 130 of the Lestlmony:

"Because of the philosophies, that we wanted to obviously
derive the most modern technologies and the most modern capabil-
ities in terms .f hardware technologies for our system, but
wanted to be careful that we did not burden the system with
deep research and development and that kind of thing.

"leaving this lknd of verbage, It gave the offeror the oppor-
tunity to offer to us his best balance between state of the art
and modern equipment without pushing it into the R&D realm that
we didn't want to get into."

Given our essential acce-tance of the Air Force's interpretation of
the cited provisions, the fact that 1TT proposed a relatively new mini-
computer--based on proven technology (an assertion not contradicted by
Sylvania)--sliould not of itself disqualify the ITT proposal under
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the stated provisions. Under this view, the fact that at the time pro-
posals were submitted the minicomputer was only being used within IBM is
not decisive, since the machine was based on preexisting, proven tech-
nology. Moreover, given the vagueness of the "verified in a commercial
or military environment" test, we cannot conclude that testing within
IBM itself, or within any other concern, is not required verification.
Additionally, to the extent that proven technology supported the ITT-
sponsored minicomputer, we think merit would justifiably be accorded the
proposal. Similarly, ITT's proposed use of a modified, preexisting*
compiler and associated programming language is not contrary to the RFP
provisions and could in fact earn merit for the proposal to the degree
thu preexisting compiler and associated technology were proven.

Finally, we do not agree with Sylvania's assertion that the "tried
and true" standard was not evaluated. First, let us be clear as to how
the REP portrayed "tried and true" as an evaluation standard. The stan-
dard is never identified as a separate evaluation factor--the standard is
always found described within some other evaluation criterion. For example,
the standard of employing "previously implemented technology" for the secu-
rity requitement is found in the second sentence of the "computer security
approach" general evaluation standard. Similarly, the reference to "stan-
dard equipment utilizing demonstrated techniques" is in the second sentence
of the "technical" evaluation factor and is not even listed as one of the
11 specific subcriteria under the factor; rather, the referenced stan-
dard is identified as being linked to a "risk assessment" judgment in certain
areas some of which--for example, message accuracy--are not even found
as listed subcriteria within the "technical" evaluation factor. Further,
the "Computer.Program Dcsign and ManagemeniL" evaluation factor does not
even mention the "cried and true" standard.

* Although Syvania insists the compiler is "non-existent," the Air Force
position is that the compiler is actually a modification of a pre-
existing unit. In the absence of probative evidence supporting Syl-
vania's contention, a sufficient basis does not exist for sustaining
its position. Reliable Maintenance Scrvice, Tnc.,--requCst for
reconsideration, B-185103, May 24, 1976, 76-1 CPD 337.
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Although there are certain broad statements---especially section 1.1
of the Instructions for Proposal Preparation, supra--which state a prefer-
ence for "maximum use" of "tried and true" equipments/programs, offerors
are not told through these statements how the broadly stated preference
was to be specifically linked *ith proposal evaluation. In this context,
offerors--absent questioning '.he Air Force about the specific way(s)
this preference would be evaluated before proposals were due--should not
have automatically 'xpe'ted- as Sylvania appears to have assumed--that
this broad preference waul± be separately identified and specifically
scored. Instead, it seems clear that the RFP, reasonably read, promises
no more than that the preference would, in some way, be evaluated as part
of the technical evaluation under other separately identified factors.
In any event, the board did in fact question--and thus, in our view, evalu-
ate--a "tried and true" aspect of ITT's proposal. Thus, we take the Air
Force statement that the "extent to which the goal was met by each offeror
provided one of the many evaluation inputs" as indicating the "not-separately-
scored-and-ideatified" natura of the "tried and true" provisions.
Further, given the entirely subjective character* of the "tried and true"
provisions, all offerors should have expected that the Air Force would
necessarily have to exercise extremely broad discretion in evaluating
offerors' efforts under these provisions within the context of the specifi-
cally identified factors and subfactors.

Given the RFP's zlear indication thaL the "tried and true" standard
would not be separately evaluated but only considered within the context of
other established criteria and subfactors, it is not so'prising that the
record of source selection evaluation does not contain--to our reading--
specific scores and evaluation on the standard. This does not mean, as
Sylvania suggests, that the goal was not considered. As noted above, we
find at least one reference to the goal in the evaluation of ITT's pro-
posal. Presumably, the offerors' evaluation scores in other areas reflect,
in part, the Air Force's considered views of offerors' efforts toward the
goal. Moreover, there is nothing in the record which contradicts the Air
Force's position that (a) "tried and true" aspects of software, except
application software, and hardware wcre evaluated by the appropriate panels;

* Although Sylvania apparently understood these provisions as absolutely
denoting various equipments and programming, the provisions do not in
any way mention specific equipments and programs. Moreover, the fact
that Sylvania and ITT--both of whom are obviously knowledgeable and ex-
perienced electronics equipment manufacturers and suppliers--arrived
at different conclusions about the meaning of these provisions is a
further indication that the provisions do not necessarily denote an
objective list of equipment and prngrams.
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(b) no existing software could have met SATIN IV requirements in certain
areas and (c) no existing hardware could have met SATIN IV requirements.

Because of the foregoing analysis, we do not agree with Sylvania's argu-merit--based on citation of several prior GAO decisions--that the Air Force
omitted the "tried and true" evaluation standard or that the evaluation was
based on undisclosed evaluation standards. Moreover, the further questions
posed by Sylvania--so-called "areas to investigate"--relating to the pre-
cise ways in which the board, the council and the final selection official
evaluated "software and hardware" deficiencies are also pegged to the erro-
neous assumption that thie "tried and true" standard was a separately identi-
fied evaluation criterion. Relating specifically the precise ways in which
the board, the council and the final selection official evaluated these
deficiencies could be see.i as a violation of restrictions placed on the
documents evidencing the selection rationale.

("Areas to investigate" are also cited by Sylvania under its other
issues. Providing answers to the questions posed by Sylvania could also beseen as a violation of the restrictions placed on the relevant agency docu-
ments. Consequently, these other "areas to Investigate" will not be dis-
cussed either. Moreover, some of the questions are not relevant to our
issue analysis.)

ISSUE 2--ALLEGED IMPROPER SELECTION OF PROPOSAL CONTAINING LOL LANGUAGE

Sylvania has explained that it is the company's understanding that
the "principal and controlling differences between the proposals [of Syl-vania and ITT] rest in their data processing aspects." In order to explain
these differences, Sylvania has provided an explanation of the technical
aspects of the system:

"The SATIN IV network is dependent upon the u-e of 300-400
computers working to sort and control the flow of messages bctwerr.
nodes at varying security levels. To do this each machine must
contain the appropriate program. To some extent there 'ire programs
that will have common application to many machines and locations
and other programs that are unique to a particular location and
application. The job of programming all of the equipment for
the SATIN IV system is a monumental task. Moreover, it is one
that will need to be-continuously updated as the system grows or
is modified to meet as yet unanticipated needs.
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"Fach program must be written in a language the computer can 'read'
or accept. Programming languages break down into two broad types: high
order languages (HOL's) and assembly or low order languages (LOL's). The
differences between the two are significant to this protest.

"High order languages greatly facilitate the writing and reading of
computer programs, their maintenance and the training of programmers -
all of which results in lower programming development and maintenance
cost. HOL attempts to lighten the load of the programmer and coder by
making the computer Itself help to prepare the program (or code). This
is accomplished by thr use of another computer program, a compiler, which
translates from a functional (high-level) language to the basic (low-level)
instructions carried out by the computer's internal logic. Assembly lan-
guage on the other hand is a low-level language in which the programmer
instructs the computer to perform its operations at the level corresponding
to the internal operations of the computer hardware itself. While assembly
language provides the programmer direct control of the inner workings of
the computer hardware, it requires the programmer to understand and concern
himself more with the logic and architecture of the computer. As a result,
there is a greater danger of programming incorrectly with low order assembly
language than with HOL. A program written in low order assembly language
is machine-dependent, i.e., executable only on the specific machine for
which it is written, while a program written in 11OL is machine-independent,
i.e., executable on any computer which has the same language compiler.

"Tn its proposal, Sylvania chose to use the Burroughs 'D)' machine as
its principal piece of computer hardware. The Burroughs machine is a
proven product with an available software compiler permitting it to he pro-
grammed in a high order language specifically suited for communications
work. The use of HOL permits the military associate contractor (CCPC) to
accomplish its task with less skilled programmers and at a reduced cost.
Indeed, Sylvania's selection of the Burroughs' machine was driven by these
factors and the clear RFP requirements including those for uff the shelf
hardware.

"It is Sylvania's understanding that the ITT proposal, on the other
hand, incorporated IBM's new Series/l, its first entry into the m-ni-
computer field. This machine, u~nproven at the present time, can only be
programmed in assembly language, requiring ITT co perform its programming
in LOL. I

"The choice of specific computer hardware and specifiz programming
language constitutes a pivotal decision in the system approach to the
SATIN IV requirement The choice of language, in particular, permeates
and concr0ls many other aspects of the system design.
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"One example of this effect can be traced to the different
memory capacities required by VIOL and LOL. Software developed
with LOL, utilizes less memory capacity within a machine than a
similar program developed with HOL. Translated into costs, use
of 1.01. allows the proposer to provide less memory capacity, i.e.,
less hardware to perform the minimum number of functions required,
and will therefore have lower 'front end' hardware cost than a
proposal based upon HOL. In contrast, systems based upon HOL
software have greater flexibility to meet future needs, are more
reliable and result in lower maintenance and life cycle costs.
A tradeoff therefore exists when a proposer determines which type
of software it will utilize."

Sylvania insists that use of "high order programming languages" for
the procurement was "implicit in the SATIN IV RFP, which included emphasis
upon life-cycle costs, system flexibility, maintenance of software, and
the requirement to use structural programming concepts." Pertinent RFP
provisions cited by Sylvania in support of this argument are the following:

Evaluation Factors for Award, section 4.0:

"Specific Criteria

Computer Program Design and lianagement
* * *11

Instructions for Proposal Prejzrntion, section 6.3.1.6:

"* * * Describe the tecliniqcues to be used to enhance
the effectiveness and maintainability of software documenta-
tion. * * *" (Emphasis added.)

Instructions for -roposal Preparation, section 6.3.2.5:

"* * * Discuss how the provring languages and hardware
characteristics met the software requiremeLts for upward com-
£pStititv nmonizprocessors and romote commonality and effi-

cient development. Discuss software transferabilttv between
the software levelopmennt/software mainietienance facilities and
the orprational processors." (Emphasis added.)
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SATIN IV System Specification, paragraph 3.3.8.;:

"Programming languages. * * * Other considerations, such
as programmer training, programmer productivity, and ease of
maintenance, make it desirable that all SATIN IV software be
developed in a suitable common language. As a minimum require-
ment, all communication processors, i.e., the SCPs, BCPs, and
MaBCis, shall use the same upwardly compatible programming
language. In crder for a language to be suitable for any
processor, it shall include, but not be limited to, the following
characteristics. * * *" (Emphasis added.)

Sylvania also argues that the selection of the ITT "low order language"
approach ran counter to the provisions of Department of Defense Directive
5000.29 (issued April 26, 1976) which provides, in pertinent part,
as follows:

"Software Language Standardization and Cont.ol. DoD approved High
Order Programming Languages (ilOLs) i: will be used to develop
Defense system software, unless It is demonstrated that none of the
approved HOLs are cost effective or technically practical over the
system life cycle. * * *"

Sylvania says that since its "high order language" approach was found
technically acceptable and cost effective, use of the high order language
is clearly in order and ITT's use of "low order language" should not have
been found to be acceptable. Further, Sylvania is oL the opinion that any
cost savings--estimated to be $2 - $3 million--which ntight have followed
from an offeror's use of the "low order language" would be more than off-
set by the "total systems life" savings of "high order language" use.

The Air Force reply to the "choice of language" issue and Sylvania's
supplemental comments of this issue are summarized:

Sylvania Air Force

(1) Even though directive 5000.29 (1) The dictates of directive
was not per se applicable to 5000.29 which mention approved
the procurement, the underlying "high order languages" were not
rational of the directive is appli- effective until November 1976 when
cable. The goals of the-directive the first list of Defense Department
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are best achieved by use of approved high order languages"
"high order language" pro- was published. Moreover, in
gramming. November 1976, the Defense Depart-

ment said the the provisions re-
lating to "high order languages"
were not: to be retroactively applied.
No offeror, including Sylvania, pro-
posed an approved "high order lan-
guage." Although the Government
may have been determined that in n:ost
instances certain "high order lan-
guages" may be presumed to meet the
Governments needs better, the deter-
minaLion of which language included
in a total proposed system best meets
the Government's needs is determined
according to directive 5000.29 by the
requirements of the specific program.

(2) The Air Force's concern (2) Since neither the directive nor
with the importance of soft- any "policy" regarding "high order
ware is shown in the procure- languages" was to apply retroactitely,
ments which identify "computer the SATIN TV RFP was drafted so as to
program design and management" permit either "high order" or "low
as a separate criterion, order" language. Further, the Govert.-
second only Lo Lhe "technical" ment was unable to verify the existence
criterion. There can be no of the claimed "high order language"
doubt that proper evaluatlon benefits prior to the issuance of the
of software was critical Lo RFP and the proposals did not prove
the procurement. Choice of otherwise. Moreover, it is important
programming language is con- to realize that the award decision
tral Lo the accomplishment was not solely prompted upon an anal-
of the software cost and ysis of language choice as Sylvania
risk minimization objectives. suggests. The choice of a computer

language was only a small aspect of
The Air Force's selection the program. The Air Force chose the
of "low order programming ITT proposal because it felt the pro-
language" ignored the require- posal was the "best buy" under the RFP
menLs of the RrP, was con- criteria, and this proposal used "low
trary to software acquisition order language."
policy, and was arbitrary
(and therefore illegal.)
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(3) Mr. Janofsky said that the (3) Mr. Janofsky of the Air Force
advantages the Air Force could did not say that ITW was chzsen be-
expect from a system incorporat- cause of the proposed use of "low
ing "low order language" were order language," nor did he say
that the system would be more that "low order language" was
conservative, use less memory selected as the more "traditional"
space, run faster, and be more approach. Rather, he was speaking
familiar to the military asso- of the reasons which led the Air
clate contractor who is going Force to write an RFP which did not
to perform part of Ole SATIN IV dictate "language" choice.
system. Each of the.. bases for
favoring "low order language" is
either irrelevant to the system
or a distortion of the truth.
The directive shows that high
order language offers fewer risks
and, in that sense, should be
considered more conservative.

(4) While "low order languages" (4) Response time of "languages"
require less computer time and was evaluated; moreover, response
memory space--both factors re- time and memory space requirements
lating to system response time-- having a direct impact on hardware
the RFP requires only that re- costs and an inditect impact on
sponse times meet minimum levels-- maintenance costs (manpower and
levels met by Sylvania. In any equipment) were properly evaluated.
event, greater or lesser re-
sponse time was not relevant and
not an evaluation factor.

(5) Mr. Janofsky clearly admit- (5) In response LO Mr. JatiofSky's
ted that during evaluation the Air concern that the ITT proposal might
Force determined that the soft- be more cost effective if more
ware component of the life-cycle "high order language" programming
cost model was ir.aduquate--lt w.s were used, the Air Force allowed
thereafter Iinored. In other discussion with ITT limited to the
words, the life-cycle costs of company's reasons for choosing the
the various software2 proposals language approach. This discussion
:Were never evaluated or con- satisfied the Government.
sldered. The Air Force ignored
a imnjor evaluation criterion
rathetr than ask offerors for
whatever further data was needed
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to evaluate software life-cycle
costs properly. Since the
criteria of maintainability,
reliability, risk, etc., all
have cost consequences rhat
would be reflected in life-
cylce costs, the failure to
evaluate these costs as they
relate to software means the
Air Force effectively ignored
these criteria as well. The
assumption that software life-
cycle costs would be the same
was arbitrary in view of the
directive's statement that
"high order language" would
have produced lower life-
cycle costs and greater soft-
ware reliability, maintain-
ability and risk minimization.

(6) The analysis of life-cycle
cost centered on those elements of
follow-on support wLich were con-
sidered significant and susceptible
to variations among the competing
contractor's designs, and which
would be meaningful in making a
contract award decision. The con-
clusion reached was that, except for
two cost elements, all ocher elements
did not differ significantly enough
to affect Lhe award decision, or
credibility in the proposed figures
could not be achieved, thus rendering
their use in ccmparative analysis
meaningless and possibly inequitable
to competing offerors.

In any event, the Air Force deter-
mined that its interpretation of the
total minimum needs of the Govern-
ment (lowest total system life-cycle

r cost, etc.) were met by ITT's pro-
posal which incorporated a lesser
degree of "high order language"
than Sylvania's proposal.

ANALSI.S-ISSUE TWO

Given that the SATIN IV System Specification provision on "Programming
larnguages," supra, did not expre!slv require--or prohibit--the use of "high
order programming language," Sylvania s argument that use of "high order
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programming language" necessarily represented superior value for every
phase of the SATIN IV system primarily rests on the presumed applica-
bility of the provisions of directive 5000.29 to the subject procure-
ment. Although Sylvania admits that the directive did not expressly
apply to the procurement, it still argues that the "underlying rational"
of the directive--a stated preference for "high order language"--is
applic-ole.

We agree with the Air Force view that since the directive was not ex-
pressly applicable to the procurement, the "underlying rationale" or policy
views found in the directive are not expressly applicable to the procure-
ment. To the extent that any views o.f the directive may be said to be
applicable because of the force of logic, it is apparent that these views
might be refuted by the weight of equally superior analysis. We think the
Air Force has provided this analysis.

We agree with the Air Force's observation that, although in many in-
stances, use of certain "high order languages" may be presumed to meet the
Government's needs best, ¶Ahe decision as to whizh programming language is
best for a given requirement--say, the SATIN f'; system--is determined by
the requirements of the specific system. The reasons given by one of the
Air Force evaluators as to why the RFP was drafted so as to not rule out
the use of "low order programming langunge"--that "low order language"
:as considered the more "conservative" system, would use less memory space,
run faster and be more familiar to the military associate contractor who was
going to perform part of the SATIN IV work--presumably were of some influence
on those evaluators who did not exclude the ITT proposal from consideration
for award merely because of its proposed language choice.

Although it is true thavt these reasons were not listed as the criteria
by which offered programming languages would be evaluatcJ, the fact remains
that the SATIN IV System Specification provision on programming languages
(seu paragraph 3.3.8.3a-e) specifies only that proposed languages are to
possess certain basic characteristt'cs--relating to data structure, program
structure, input/output, operating system calls, and macrocapability--none of
which are apparently incapable of fulfillment with "low order language."
It is these specifications, therefore, which have defined the Cove:nment's
needs for programming language choice in the specific program--needs which
were not questioned in any way before Sylvania submitted its proposal. In
view of these detailed specifications, those other procurement documents in
which Sylvania finds an "implicit" requirement for "high order language"
must be read in conjunction with these specifications which otherwise permit
use of "low order language." Under this reading, we reject the ,iew of
"implicit" requirements for "high order language" in other procurement docu-
ments. To the extent, moreover, that Sylvania's protest objects to the Air
Force's determination that a less restrictive specification--permitting
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offerors to use either "high order" or "low order" programming language--
will meet Air Force needs for this particular requirement, the ground of
protest is not for review. As we recently said in Niltopc Corporation--
Reconsideration, B-188342, June 9, 1977, 77-1 CPD 417:

"* * * where * it is asserted that the Governmenc's in-
terest as user * * * is not adequately protected [by a less
restrictive specification] * * * the protester's * * * inter-
est conflicts with the objective of our bid protest function,
that is, to insure attainment of full and free competition.
Assurance that sufficiently rigorous specifications are used
is ordinarily of primary concern to procurement personnel and
user activities. It is they who must stiffer any difficulties
resulting by reason of inadequate equipment. We, therefore,
believe it would be inappropriate to resolve such issues pur-
suant to our bid protest function, absent evidence of fraud or
willful misconduct by procur7crent or user personnel acting other
than in good faith."

There is no evidence that the Air Force determined its needs for computer
programming--that is, permitting either "high order" or "low order" pro-
gramming language for this specific program--in other than in good faith.

Neither can we disagree with the Air Force's analysis as to why it
did not pursue evaluation OL software design life-cycle costs to the ex-
tent Sylvania believes the costs should have been examined. In our view,
the Air Force position that the single largest element affecting life-cycle
costs--that is, the cost of military maintenance personnel for full-time
maintenance coverage--was out of the control of any prospective contrac-
tor is rationally founded. Similarly, we view as rationally founded that
further Air Force view that the "small amount [of cost] added by software
would not materially affect the total manpower cost" regardless of the
choice of programming language used. Also, we do not agree that this
approach eliminated, as Sylvania urges, life-cycle costs as an evaluation
standard, since it is clear that certain cost elements pertaining to this
standard were considered. Finally, we agree with the Air Force position
that, as a practical matter, it would have been impossible to obtain from
competitive-range offerors detailed information needed to evaluate life-
cycle costs down to the,.module level since the design of the software to
the module level would not occur until after contract award.

We further note that Sylvania's proposal was given a slight edge over.
ITT's proposal in computer program design, reflecting, in part, Sylvania's
language choice. To this extent, Sylvania was accorded--as it now urges
should hiave been the case in its protest--an evaluation edge over ITT. To
the extent, however, its protest under this issue can be viewed as an
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argument that it should have been accorded a greater advantage or that
ITT's proposal should have been rendered unacceptable because of iLS
language choice, we do not agree, since we find rational support for the
Air Force's contrary evaluation results.

ISSUE n--ALLEGED NEGOTIATION OF MAJOR, MATERIAL CHANGES TO TTT'S
PROPOSAL DURING STEP 4 OF THE SATIN IV PROCUREMENT PROCESS IF
VIOLATION OF DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DIRECTIVE 4105.62.

Sylvania's initial protest allezda thit it "haid] reason to believe
that contrary to the [DOD directive regarding the procedures to be followed
on Step 4] the Air Force [was] currently contemplating a change in ITT's step
3 proposal to permit ITT to change from lo'4er order programming language to
'higher order' as was proposed by Sylvania." Since that time, the Air Force
has informed Sylvania that it did not permit this change. In response to
this information Sylvania has revised its ground of proteist to attack the
propriety of all the changes which the Air Force has admitted were made in
the ITT proposal during the step 4 procurement stage.

Initially, Sylvania argued that:

"DoD Directive 4105.62 in its Section III.D.5.c. delineates,
in considerable detail, precisely how the step 4 negotiations are
to be handled. This includes what can and cannot be discussed in
these negotiations. Subparagraph (4) of this section states:

"'Negotiations after selection shall not involve
material changes in the Government's requirements or
the contractor's proposal which affect the basis for
source selection. In the event that such changes are
desired by the Government, the competition will be re-
opened in accordance with existing ASPR requirements.'
(Emphasis added.)

Thus, Step 4 cannot be used to implement any change that would
affect the source selection decision."

Sylvania also urged that if the Air Force felt there were deficiencies in
the ITT proposal the appropriate time to have brought them to ITT's atten-
tion would have been subsequent to "Step 1 and 2 Submissions [so as to
permit modifications] in the * - * proposals submitted in Step 3."

The relevant parts of Defense Procurement Circular No. 75-7,
February 27, 1976, which promulgated directive 4105.62 and "special test
ASPR 3-805.3 language" provide:
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'* * * The selected (for step 4 discussions) cfferor's
proposal must satisfy the Government's minimum requirement.

"Negotiations after selection shall not involve material
changes in the Government's requi'ements or the contractor's
proposal which affect the basis for source selection. In the
event tOat such changes are desired by the Government, the com-
petition will be reopened in accordance with existing ASPR
requirements.

* * * * *

"The ±ollowing special test ASPR 3-805.3 language [duplicative
of certain key provisions of the directive] is applicable only to
those procurements involved in the tcst.

"3-805.3 Discussions With Offerors.

(a) Except as provided in (b) below, al' offerors
selected Lo participate in discussions shall be advised
of deficiencies in their proposals and shall be offered
a reasonable opportunity to correct or resolve the defi-
ciencies and to submit such price or cost, technical or
other revisions to their proposals that may result from
the discussions. A deficiency Is defined as :hat part of
an offeror's proposal which would not satisfy the Govern-
ment's requirements.

"(b) In discussing technical proposals for procure-
ments involving advanced, engineering or operational systems
development (see 4-101), contracting officers shall apprise
offerors selected to participate in discussions of only
chose identified deficiencies in their proposals that lead
to a conclusion that (i) the meaning of the proposal or some
aspect thereof is not clear, (ii) the offeror has failed to
adequately substantiate a iroposed technical approach or
solution, or (iii) further clarification cf the solicitation
is required for effective competition. Technical deficiencies
clearly relating to an offeror's management abilities, engineer-
ing or scientific judgment, or his lack of competence or
inventiveness in preparing his proposal shall not be disclosed.
Meaningful discussions shall be conducted with the respective
offerors regarding their cost/price proposals. Such discus-
sion may include:
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"(i) cost realism;
(ii) mathematical errors or inconsistencies

(iii) correlation between costs and related
technical elements, and

(iv) other cost/price factors necessary for com-
plete understanding of both the Government
requirement and the proposal for meeting it,
including delivery schedule, other contract
terns, and trade-off considerations (with
supporting rationale) among such elements
as performance, drnsign to cost, life cycle
cost, and logj.stic support. Offerors shall
be afforded a reasonable opportunity to
correct or resolve aoficiencies and subnit
revisions to either their technical or
cost/price proposals."

Sylvania's supplemental comments to its initial protest and t.
Air l'orce reply arc gummarized as follows:

Sylvania Air Force

(1) The Air Force has admitted (1) Taken together, the provisions
that it saved many of ITT's pro- of directive 4105.62 (sections III.
posal deficiencies Jor negotiation D.5.(b)(2)(a)-(b) arid lII.D.5.b.(3)
during step 4 after selecting the (a)) and special test Armed Services
company in step 3. The Air Force Procurement Regulation (ASPR) 3-805.3(b)
admission of thase deficiencies create a very restricted boundary under
(as defined in the special. ASPR which technical. discussions may be held.
provision) is also an express Under these provisions, the Air Force
admission that ITT's proposal a_ was prevented from disclosing technical
step 3 did not meet the Govern- deficienc:es relating to an offeror's
ment's requirements. Since it did management abilities, engineering or
not meet the Government's require- scientific judgment, or lack of com-
ments, 'he abovc-quoted provision petence or inventiveness until st'ep 4
of the Defense Procurement Circular of the procurement. Nevertheless, the
should have prevented selection of Air Force recognized that step 4 dis-
ITT's proposal. The only permis- cussions coul not involve material
sible changes that may take place changes in the Government's requirements
during step 4 pr'posal discussions or the coatractor's proposal which
are inunaterial ones. The amount of affect the source selection. Consc-
the changes permitted here, as well quently, if, during step 4 discussions,
as the granting to ITT of a 2-month the Air Force disccv--.d that ITT's
delivery extension, are material proposal could not a :umplish the aims
changes. of SATIN IV, or other significant de-

tails were discovered which if thor-
oughly understood at the time of
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Granted that presclection selection would have affected source
discussions are to be limited in selection, the Air Force would have
scope, the Air Force should have reopened rho competition.
discussed with ITT deficiencies in
its software, since the several
million dollar change in ITT's
step 4 contract price indicates
flat ITT had not substantiated its
proposed technical aProach. This
lack of a substantiated approach is
an area specifically mandated for
discussions under the directive and
test ASPR provision. Mr. Jnnofsky
of the Air Force confirmed that ITT's
software approach had not been sub-
stantiated as late as step A.

Additionally, the Air Force was
mandated to Investigate--through dis-
cussions--tIe crst realism of ITT's
proposal ce,jecially as related to
coampletely understanding an offeror's
delivery sch rduics, tradeoffs and
life-cysle costs. These cost and
technical discussions are ai-'ted at
seclr tin,, the proposal with ihe high-
est degree of realism and credibility.
Since ITT's proposal was increased by
35 percent it should not have been
considered cost realistic.

These technical and cost dis-
cusslons should have been held before
source selection. For example, the
substantial dollar change permitted
in ITT's step 4 proposal could clearly
have bcvcn discussed under the special
test ASPR provision.

'2) Even though lhe Air Force has (2) Notwithstanding that material
denied that ITr was permitted to sub- changes--amounting to a 35-percenL
stitute "high order" for "low order" increase in the price of ITT's cost
language during step 4 negotIations, propossl--occurred oii step 4, the
the Air Force has admitted that changes did no: affect source
ITT's contract price was increased selection and hence were per-
nearly 35-percent or $9 million o,. missible. In order to consti-

tuLe a "material change * * *
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step 4. The sheer magnitude of which affect[s] the basis for source
these changes makes them material selection" the change must be an oc-
and a violation of the directive. currence which both (1) was unexpected
This approach prejudiced Sylvania by the Source Selection Authority at
and other offerors by denying tile Lime of his source selection
offerors the opportunity to cor- (step 3) decision and (2) would have
rect deficiencies in a competitive changed a factor which constituted a
environment. significant portion of the inputs us I

by the authority at the time of his
decision. Without the first, the

The Air Force approach of change would not be the one which would
deferring discussions of all. defi- affect the selection; without the second,
ciencies to step 4 for fear of the change would not be one which would
"technical leveling" still results be material to the basis for source
in technical leveling--although selection.
limited to the selected offeror.
The prohibition against leveling
must extend to stop 4.

(3) I_ is sheer speculation for (3) Those changes in ITT's proposal
the Air Force to assert that, had during step 4 were changes which were
step 4 discussions been conducted expected at the time of the step 3
with Sylvania, Sylvania's proposed selection. At the end of step 3 all
contract price would have increased offerors remaining within the competi-
$4 - $7 million. The Air Force tive range had technical weaknesses
technique of avoiding negotiation and risks which could result in cost
of all technical and cost defi- increases. Tn addition to traditional
ciencies and, prior to source cost analysis, specifically tailored
selection, doing its own estimating estimates projected each offeror's
of what it would cost to correct most probable cost for the work. This
deficiencies means The end of com- cost projection technique enabled com-
petition as of the time original perative analysis of proposed costs
proposals were submitted. The and provided a projection of the
benign questions asked during likeiy results of step 4 discussions.
actual discussions were not aimed The projections were used in making
at, and did not result in, mean- the selection. As long as step 4
ingful discussions. Tn any event, discussions did not involve changes
Sylvania's increase in price would which significantly affected the
still have been below the increase projections on which the selection
afforded ITT on step 4. For ex- was based, there could have been no
ample, in the software area, the "material changes which affect[ed]
Air Force corrected ITT defi- the basis for source selection."
ciencies that amounted to at least These changes did not occur.
$3.4 million. No Sylvania defi-
ciencies in the software area were
identified by the Air Force. There-
fore, this major part of the ITT
price increase would not have
been included in any negotiated
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Sylvania increase and the price (4) The Air Force also reviewed
difference between Sylvania and ITT the cost increase which took place
which existed at step 3 would have during step 4 discussions and the
disappeared. The Air Force's technical changes which were made.
failure to give due weight to the Those cost increases which did not
software deficiencies in ITTs pro- occur were within the estimates which
posal despite the primary focus had been provided luring step 3.
given software and associated risks Additionally, at the end of step 4,
in the RFP underscores the major revised cost models were used to re-
defects in the evaluat-ton. validate the cost analyses used

during step 3. The selection
Furthermore, a side-by-side authority ratified the step 3 selec-

comparison of Sylvania deficiencies tion of ITT only after receiving and
as compared with ITT deficiencies-- reviewing it.
as shown in a March 22, 1977. Air
Force latter to Svlvania--clearly Sylvania's approach assumes that
evidencoq that Sylvania deficien- there would have been no reason to
cies were not as sericus (and hence prevent the Air Force from discussing
not as costly) as those of ITT. the various deficiencies in the ITT

proposal, prior to the step 3 solic-
Of the deficiencies in Syl- ition. Discussion of technical

vania's proposal, only one was a deficiencies relating to lack of
true technical weakness rather competency or the problems attending
than a presentation weakness. By unrealistically low cost proposals
contrast, ITT's deficiencies re- was prohibited. Although the Air
lated to the two most important Force might have rejected a proposal
evaluation criteria. if deficiencies and problems were

present, in questionable cases where
In summary, the procedure discussions are desired proposals

followed by the Air Force im- should not be rejected. Had expanded
properly served to defer to step discussions been conducted, ITT's pro-
4 many matters that should have posal certainly would not have been
been corrected by offerors prior alone in undergoing changes.
to selection while the procurement
was still in a competitive phase. From a comparison between
The procedure prematurely cut short those areas discussed with ITT
competition and resulted in a sole- during step 4 and those areas of
source procurement by allowing an weaknesses identified in a March 22
offeror to provide a deficient Air Force letter to Sylvania, Syl-
proposal on the assumption that it vania seeks to create a cost pro-
could be corrected on stdp 4. jection of its weaknesses and then

compare that with the cost changes
negotiated in ITT's proposal. The
letter does not purport, however, to
contain a detailed list of weaknesses
from witch Sylvania can make cost
projections. This function is defer-
red to post-award debriefing.
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ANALYSIS--ISSUE THREE

The genesis of the "four-step" procedures involved in the subject
protest iles in procedures adopted several years ago by the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration (NASA). Specifically, NASA Procurement
Directive 70-15, December 1, 1970, provided that during discussions lead-
ing to the award of cost-reimbursement contracts (of the type awarded to
ITT here) "ambiguities and uncertainties in the proposals ; * * shall be
pointed out * * * but not deficiencies." NASA explained its reasoning
for adopting this approach in responding to a protest which was the sub-
ject of our decision in B-173677(2), Narcn 31, 1972 (summarized in 51 Com".
Gen. 621 (1972)). The -xplanatiot. was recited in B-173677(2), as follows:

"In 1968 after [NASA's] attention was directed by [the General
Accounting] Office to a number of negotiated procurements where
discussions had been rather shallow, NASA promulgated PRD 69-5
prescribing a broader _:ope for oral and written discussions b-
providing that 'deficiencies and omissions as well as ambiguities'
should be pointed out and a reasonable opportunity afforded for
supporting, clarifying, correcting, improving or revising proposals.
NASA believes that this went considerably beyond the Armed Services
Procurement Regulation and the Federal Procurement Regulations,
both of which emphasized 'complete agreement' as the objective
and called for discussions 'to the extent necessary to resolve
uncertainties.' It is said that our decisions emphasizing the
correction of deficiencies refer to alt. of these regulations
without drawing distinctions among them and have emphasized the
pointing out of deficiencies and weaknesses as well as clarl-
fication and support, citing 50 Cump. Gen. 117, 123 (1970).
It is contended, however, that this and other decisions emphasizing
the correction of deficiencies are all based on these regulations
which either require or permit the correction of deficiencies on
the initiative of the Government.

"PRD 69-5 was superseded on December 1, 1970, by PRD 70-15 ' * *

i: * * * *

"It is reported that this change was prompted by experience
under 1'RD 69-5 which indicated that discussions involving defi-
ciency corrections had resulted in a leveling process with Lne
following undesirable results: the revised proposals as finally
evaluated were combinations of the efforts of the offerors and
the Government; prospective contractors were discouraged from.
initially submitting their best technical proposals for fear of
being overtaken by technically inferior but lower cost offerors;
independent efforts as the determining factor in the competition
were discouraged because of the risk of being overtaken by
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companies with general competence and greater resources for
using the negotiation process to upgrade their proposals;
actual or suspected technical transfusion requlted; and there
was an obliteration of technical distinctions and a resulting
unrealistic emphasis on cost estimates as the decisive factor.

"Furthermore, it is argued that there is a valid basis for
distinguishing between research and development contracts and
cost-reimbursement contracts as compared to fixed-price contracts
not involving research and development, where there are well de-
fined specifications within the state of the art, in terms of
the extent and nature of proper negotiation. In this connection,
it is stated that just as the scope and depth of discussions
depend on the facts of a particular case, so also should the
rules applicable to negotiation depend on the characteristics
of the type of procurement. Moreover, it is asserted that the
current regulation projects and fosters the competitive relation-
ship between the offerors and assures the integrity of competition
even though deficiencies are not to be pointed out during negotia-
tion of research and development contracts and cost-reimbursement
contracts. Ambiguities and uncertainties arc to be pointed out,
and ail opportunity givr'n to support and clarify proposals. The
aim of discussions as stated in the regulation is to assist the
evaluators in fully understanding Lhe proposals and their strengths
and weaknesses based upon the individual efforts of each offeror;
in evaluating the personnel proposed by each firm; and in presenting
a reporL to tha selection officia] Lhat makes the discriminations
awiong proposals clear and visible. The report to the Source
Selection official is Lo include an estimate of the potential for
correction of the principal weaknesse.s identified, as well as an
estimate of the approximate impact on cost or price that willI
result from the elimiint ion of correctable weaknesses. [Emphasis
supplied.J

*c * * * *

"NASA contends that the statutory requirement [10 U.S.C. 5
2304(g)] for written or oral. discussions is broad and general.;
that procuring agencies have authority to prescribe implementing
rules so long as they are not inconsistent with statute; that
NASA PRD 70-15 is a reasonable implementation of the statute
and not inconsistent with it or decisions of the Comptroller
Ceneral interpreting the statute; and Lhat in the instant case
discussions were extensive and contributed to a fair and keen
competition.
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"It is NASA's position that nothing in the language of
the statute, its legislative history, or the decisions of the
Comptroller General imply that the statute requires discus-
sions which encompass a complete negotiation of the contract
documents or identifications of weaknesses. NASA points out
that the statute does not define the extent of discussions
required and that in drafting the statutory language on the
point Congress recognized the need for flexibility, citing
the following from Senate Report No. 1884, August 17, 1962:

"'If discussions are unnecessary in the ordinary case,
it is difficult to understand that the procurement
could not have been accomplished by formal advertising.
At the same time, an inflexible requirement for dis-
cussions with all offerors could encourage the offerors
to pad their initial proposals and not quote their best
prices first.' (Utnderscoring supplied.)

Moreover, NASA points out, our Office has recognized that the
circumstances which necessitate a negotiated procurement also
necessitate the exercise of discretion on the part of the con-
tracting officer in determining the extent of such negotiations,
citing B-170855, December 21, 1970; B-169043, June 16, 1970.
Therefore, NASA contends that it has broad authority to promul-
gate implementing regulations which, insofar as they are not
inconsistent with the statute, have the force and effect of law,
citing G.L. Christian v. United States, 160 Ct. Cl. 1, 312 F.
2d 418; 160 Ct. Cl. 58, 320 F. 2d 345; cert. denied 375 U.S.
954 (1963); Steinthal & Company v. Seamans etc., et al., CCA
D.C. No. 24,595 (October 14, 1971)."

Counsel for the protester in B-173677(2), supra, cited certain of our
decisions (see, for example, 47 Comp. Gen. 336 (1967) and 50 Comp. Gen.
117 (1970)), which contain statements to the effect that for competitive
negotiation to be meaningful, offerors should be informed of "weaknesses,
excesses or deficiencies" in order to enable offerors to upgrade their
proposals and provide sufficient information necessary to permit evalu-
ation of the proposals. Because of the positions in these decisions,
counsel argued that NASA Procurement Directive 70-15 was contrary to the
provisions of 10 U.S.C. 2304(g) and that the discussions held with the
protester were not meaningful.

On the other hand, NASA and counsel for an interested party noted
that negotiation procedures are designed to be flexible and informal
and that procuring agencies are permitted broad discretion in the con-
duct of discussions (see 47 Comp. GCn. 279 (1967); 49 id. 625 (1970);
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B-169042, June 16, 1970); that the issuance of amendments and an oppor-
tunity to revise proposals constitute discussions (50 Comp. Oen, 202
(1.970)); that to point out every area in which another offeror has achieved
a higher point score or provided detail is not required (B-164552,
February 24, 1969); and that the correction of proposal uncertainties
could constitute meaningful discussions (51 Comp. Cen. 102 (1971)).

We recognized that, although the provisions of 10 U.S.C. 5 2304(g)
(':70) do not define the nature, scope or extent of the required discussions,
the legislative history of the law evidenced a congressional intent that
negotiations be conducted under competitive procedures to the extent prac-
ticable and that they be "meaningful by making them discussions in fact
and not just lip-service." We further observed:

"The many decisions cited by the parties to this protest,
as well as others dealing with the matter of 'discussions,'
were not deoided in a vacuum or intended to be merely abstract
statements of law. They involved actual dtspules concerning
the conduct of negotiations for various services and ..applles,
ranging from maintenance services Lo sophisticated electronic
equipment; the justifications for negotiation involved many of
the 17 exceptions to formal advertising, Including public exi-
gency, research and development , and property or services for
which it was impracticable Lo obtain competition; and the methods
of contracting included fixed price and one of several cost re-
imbursement types. Necessarily, these varied procurements in-
volved different considerations, requiring judgments as to the
methods and techniques utilized in consummating the contracts.
In recognition of these facts, we have not con trued the require-
ment for 'written or oral discussions' as an inflexible, stereo-
typed mandate unrelated to the particular procurement involvec.
Thus, in many cases we have found that deficiencies had to be
pointed ouL in order to have meaningful discussions. On the
other hand, in other cases the facts and circumstances called
for a different conclusion. For example, in 50 Comp. GCen. 202
(1970), which NASA has cited as an instance where we held that
the mere acceptance, in effect, of a late revision constituted
discussions tinder 10 U.S.C. § 23C4(g), the issue was whether the
other offerors should also be given an opportunity to revise
their initial proposals. We stated that since discussion hid
been conducted with one offerur, discussions must be conducted
with all offerors within the competitive range. In B-170 '297,
May 26, 1971, also cited by NASA, the procurement called for a
quantity of generators on a firm fixed-price basis. Additional
tests were required after the initial proposa..s were received,
and the offerors were requested to submit revised prices to
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reflect these additional tests. Award was made after receipt of
the revised prices. It was contended in part that these proceed-
ings did not constitute 'oral or written discussions' but rather
the acceptance of an initial proposal without. discussions. We
disagreed with this contention but stated that, 'we do not mean
to discourage more extensive negotiations of price in similar
situations nor to imply that they would be Inappropriate.' Thus,
we have attempted to resolve these disputes not only in light OL
the particular procurement, but in recognitirn of the clear coIn-
gressional mandate as evidenced by the legislative history of
2304(g), for omp£etitve negotiations designed to obtain for the
Government the most advantageous contract.

"Therefore, it is our view that whether the statutory require-
mcnt for discussions must include the pointing out of deficiencies,
and the extent thereof, is - matter of judgment primarily for
determination by the procuring agency in light of ail the circum-
stances of the particular procurement and the requirement for
competitive negotiations, and that such determination ILt not
subject to question by our Office unless clearly arbitrary or
without a reasonable basis However, the statute should not
be interpreted in a manner which discriminates against or gives
preferential treatment to arty competitor. Any discussion with
compCLin1g offerors raises the question as to how to avoid un-
fairness and unequal treatment. Objiously, disclosure to other
proposers of one proposer's innovative or ingenious solution to a
problem is unfair. We agree that such 'transfusion' should be
avoided. It is also unfair, we think, to help one proposer
through successive rounds of discussions to bring his original
inadequate proposal up to the level of other adequate proposals
by poinLing out those weaknesses which were the result of his
own lack of diligence, competence, or inventiveness in preparing
his proposal.

"We think thie propriety of the prohibition in NASA Procure-
ment Directive 70-15 against discussing 'deficiencies' must be
considered in the light of these problems. We think certain weak-
nesses, inadequacies, or deficiencies in proposals can be discussed
without being unfair to other proposers. There well may be
instances where it becomes apparent during the course or negoLia-
tions that one or more proposers have reasonably placed emphasis
on some aspect of the procurement different from that intended by
the solicitation. Unless this difference in the meaning given the
solicitation is removed, the proposers are not competing on the
same basis. Likewise, if a proposal is deemed weak because it
fails to include substantiation for a proposed approach or solution,
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we believe the proposer should be given the opportunity, time
permitting, to furnish such substantiation. Thus, it seems to
us that the prohibition in NASA Procurement Directive 70-15
against discussing 'deficiencies' neEds clarification."

Despite our belief that the Directive needed to be clarified, we were
unable to conclude--based on analysis of tin particular facts involved--
that the negotiations had with Lhe protester "did not comport with the
statutory mandate for oral or written discu.;sions." Particular facts
entering into this conclusion ,cre:

1. the protester had considerable "in ormal and formal
contact" regarding technical requirements of the pro-
curement for a 1-year period prior to submitting a
proposal;

2. the procurement was for research anc development and
requested independent approaches substantiated by
extensive data;

3. many of the protesLer's weaknesses resulted from failure
to submit backup data;

4. wriLten and oral discussions were in act conducted
although they did noL include poin tills out of deficiencies
as such;

5. many of the technical quesLionis asked ild relate to areas
aeLCr judged weak, although they ihere .ramed in the context

of clarifications;

6. the protester did submit substantal). revisions to its pro-
posals;

7. although some informational deficiencie8 in one area of the
protesLer's proposal might have been the subject of "fruit-
fl discussions," any possible upgrading of the proLester's
proposal in this onu area would have been insignific'nt
because the source selection official's iwnrd decision was
primarily based on a proper consideratlon--confidonce in
engine design--not involving this one area; and

8. the weaknesses in the proLester's proposal wore deficiencies
only in comparison with relative strengthsl of the selected
company; Lherefore, discussions concernin; deficiencies in
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comparative weaknesses would initially have involved technical
leveling.

In response to our expressed concern that the prohibition against
discussing deficiencies in NASA Procurement Directive 70-15 needed clari-
fying, NASA issued revised Procurement Directive 70-15 which provided:

"* * * Cost-ReLmbt s'i. ent Type Contracts and All Contracts
for Research and Develorm> . The contracting officer, in con-
cert with or on behalf of [ e SEB, will conduct written or oral
discussions of the vork to : clone and the cost of the work with
those concerns whose proj'ou-. s are within the competitive range.
The discussions are intend< to assist the SEB or other evalu-
ators (i) in understanding ally the proposals and their strengths
and weaknesses based upon the individual efforts of each proposer;
(ii) in assuring that the meanings and the points of emphasis of
RFP provisions have been adequately conveyed to the offerors so
that all are competing equally on the basis intended by the Govern-
ment; (iii) in evaluating the personnel proposed by each firm; and
(iv) in presenting a report to the selection official that makes
the discriminations among proposals clear and visible. In this
process, prior to contractor selection, the Government's interests
are not served by its assuming the role of an information ex-
change or clearing-house.

"in cost-rcimbursement type contracts and all research and devel-
opment contracts, the contracting officer shall point out instances
in which the meaning of some aspect of a proposal is not clear;
and instances In which some aspect of the proposal fails to include
substantiation for a proposed approach, solution, or cost estimate.

"However, where the meaning of a proposal is clear, and where the
Board has enough information to assess its validity, and the. pro-
posal contains a weakness which is inherent in a proposer's manage-
mont, engineering, or scientific judgment, or is the result of its
own lack of competence or inventiveness in preparing its proposal,
the contracting officer shall not point out the weaknesses. Dis-
cussions are useful in ascertaining the presence or absence of
strengths and wzaknesses. The possibility that such discussions
may lead an offeror to discover that it has a weakness is not a
reason for failing to inquire into a matter where the meaning is
not clear or where insufficient information is available, since
understanding of the meaning and validity of the proposed ap-
proaches, solutions, and cost estimates is essential to a sound
selection. Proposers should not be informed of the relative
strengths or weaknesses of their proposals inL relation to those
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of other proposers. To do so would be contrary to other regu-
lations which prohibit the use of 'auction techniques.' In the
course of discussions, Government participants should be careful
not to transmit information which could give leads to one pro-
poser as to how its proposal may be improved or which could
reveal, a competitor's ideas.

"The foregoing guidelines are not all-inclusive; careful
judgment must be exercised in the light of all the circum-
scances of each procurement to prowAte the most advantageous
selection from the standpoint of the Government while at the
same time maintaining the fairness of the competitive process.

* * * * *

"[TThe evaluators should] estimate * i: * the approximate [effect]
on cost or price that will result from the elimination of cor-
rectable weaknesses during negotiations after selection." (The
identical provisions are found in NASA Procurement Directive
70-15, December 3, 1975, currently in effect.)

Instead of the blanket prohibition against the discussion of defi-
ciencies contained in the 1970 NASA 1'rocurenment Directive, the 1972 and
1975 NASA 1'rocurement D)irectives omitted mention of the word "deficiency"
and emphasized the following points:

1. although the Government's interests are not served by its
assuming the role of an information exchange prior to con-
tractor s5 lection, the Govertnnint (contracting officer)
should insure that the meanin-g and the points of emphasis
of the 1'11' provisions have beLt adequately conveyed to the
offerors so that all are compel ing equally;

2. the contrncting officer should point out instances where
a proposal is CiLhel' not clear or a proposed approach,
solution or cost estimate has not been substantiated;

3. weaknesses related to lack of competence and inventiveness
shall not be pointed out;

4. offerors should not be informed of the relative strengths
or weaknesses of their proposals; and

5. the approximate cost of correcting weaknesses in a proposal
should be projected for use in source selection.
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The observations made in B-173677(2), supra, have been used as
guiding principles in deciding several other NASA protests. See, for
example, Lockheed Propulsion Company; Thiokol Corporation, 53 Comp. Gcn.
977 (1974), 74-1 CPD 329; Sperry Rand Corporation et a]., 54 Comp. Gcn.
408 (1974), 74-2 CPD 276; Dynalectren Corporation; Lockheed Electronics
Company, inc., 54 Comp. Gen. 562 (1975), 75-1 CPO 17; Management Servic'Žs,
Inc., 55 Comp. Coni. 715 (1976), 76-1 CPD 74; Union Carbide Corporation,
55 Comp. GCn. 802 '1976), 76-1 CPD 134.

In Lockheed Propulsion Company, supra, the protester alleged that
NASA's 1972 Procurement Directive improperly eliminated the need for an
offeror to respond to findings of rechnical weaknesses by proscribing dis-
cussions related to design weaknesses. Lockheed argued that NASA's tech-
nique of correcting design weaknesses only after selection of a cost-
rcimbursemcnt contractor--in this case Thiokol--put "NASA expertise to work
in behalf of Thiokol" and resulted in a contract materially different from
the contract proposed by Thiokol. Additionally, the protest.c contended
that the deficiencies shlould not have been made the subiect of a "cost
correction" under the provisions of the Procurement Directive but rather
should have resulted in rejection of the proposal.

In reply, we emphasized, citing 1B-173677(2), supra, the authority of
the procuring agency to decide--subject to a test of reasonableness--the
manner of complying with the statutory requirements for discussions in
negotiated procurements. Moreover, since, we could not cncluC'lde that any
single deficiency or aggregate of weaknesses it, Thiokol's proponal could
be categorized as major weaknesses, we could not conclude that NASA was
(1) required to discuss these deficiencies with Thiokol. prior to selecting
the company; (2) prohibited from projecting the costs needed to correct
these deficicnzies as a technique to be used in selecting the. succusst ul
offeror (in this case NASA cost adjustmcrts to offerors' proposals amounted
to $27 million); (3) prohibited from refusing to discuss these adjustments
with the offerors; or (4) prohilited from correcting the deficiencies
pursuant to discussions with Thiokol after source selection. Further,
although we had some ques ions about the propriety of some of the cost
adjustments made by NASA, we did not question the premise implicit in
the cost adjustment technique, namely, that the procurement laws do not
prohibit the adjustment of offerors' proposed cosLs--even if the adjust-
mcnLs run into the millions of dollars--and do not require discussion
of the adjustments with tlhe offerors prior to selectien so long as the
adjustments relate to correction of weaknesses which are not otherwise
for discussion.

In Sperry Rand Corporation, supra, we observed:

"The NASA procedure represcnLs one approach to meeting
the statutory requirement for written and oral discussions,
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10 U.S.C. § 2304(g). in part, at least, the underlying rationale
is that to point out [certain weaCiinsses] during the discussions
would compromise the competition, because weaker proposals would
be improved, ind a levrling effect would occur. To avoid this,
discussions are limited to clarification of proposals; after
selection, the agency then negotiates the best possible contract
on terms most advantageous co the Government. Considered in the
abstract, potential conflicts between the procedure and the statu-
tory requirement can be envisioned; for instance, as appears to be
contemplated by Univac, a situation -here the discussions are so
limited in scope and content that they amount to little more than
a ceremonial exercise, with the meaningful discussions transposed
almost entirely into the final negotiations stage."

Notwithstanding our reservations about the possibility of ceremonial nego-
tiations, we found that the protester ziad alleged the lack of meaningful
discussions largely in the abstr.ct. On this finding, and, after review-
ing the record of discussions conducted, we could not conclude that NASA
had violated the statutory ;nandate for discussions. Additionally, we
rejected related complaints that NASA had improperly projected the cost
of correcting the protester's deficiencies. Ile also notld:

"The fact that the [evaluators] judged that a def• Jency
in one proposal recquired an upward adjustment, while a defi-
ciency in another proposal did not sigi'ificantly impact its
cost, does not prove that the evaluation of either wns improper."

In lypalectron Corporation, supri, we did not quest'on NASA's deci-
sion to consider a proposal wealkness involving retention of proposed per-
sonnel stemming [rom proposed salary reductions as falling within lhe
Procurement l)irective's list of weaknesses that may not be discussed with
offerors. Similarly, in Nnnagement Services, Inc., supra, we. agreed that
NASA properly omitted discussion of a weakness stemming from an offeror's
failure to use appropriate wage rate informat ion in its proposal and prop-
erly adju,-ted the offeror's cost proposal because of this weakness although
we expressed some reservations about the adequacy of the cost analyses
involved. Finally, in Union Carbide Corporation1, supra, we disagreed with
NASA's view that an offeror's request for direct reimburtvemnent by the
Government of its interest expense was an Innovative idea not subject to
discussion with offerors Wlho had not proposed reimbursement. On inc con-
trary, we thought the request for reimbursementr was a departure from pro-
curemsnL "ground rules" which should have been communicated to all offerors.
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DOD'S ADC2TlON OF TME SUBSTANCE OF THE NASA PROCEDURES

The perceived advantages of NASA's procedures prompted the Depart-
ment of Defense to issue similar procedures. Thus, Defense Procurement
Circular #75-7 and "special test" ASPR § 3-805.3 were promulgated. A
side-by-side comparison of the NASA and DOD procedures is as follows:

NASA DOD

(1) Discussions shall be con- (1) Offerors selected to partici-
ducted with Lo-oe concerns pate in discussions shall be in-
whose proposals are in the formed of deficiencies and given a
rompatitive r..nge. The Govern- reasonable opportunity to correc-
ment, however, is not to be a the deficiencies with certa.tn
"clearing house." Eqch exceptions. A deficiency is defined
competitive-rnnge offeror shall as that part of a proposal which does
be given a reasonable oppor- not. satisfy the Governrr-nt's equire-
Lunity to support and clarn- menzs.
fy its proposal.

(2) Discussions are he'i to (2) Offerors shall be informed only
ensure that offerors under of those technical deficiencies that
stand the meaning and points lead to a conclusion that the meannin
of emphasis of the RFP pro- of the proposal is not clear; din
visions; to point out unclear offeror has failed to substantiate a
parts of proposals; and to proposed technical approach; Lhe solic-
allow an offerur to include itaLion needs to be further clarified
substantiation for a proposed for effective competition.
approach, solution and cost
estimate.

(3) Where the meaning of the (3) Discussions of technical pro-
proposal is clear and the posais sl'all not involve technical
propuaal contains weakness deficien ics clearly relating to an
inherent in the offeror's offeror's management abilities,
judgment, or lack of competi- engineering or scientific judgment,
tiveness and inveativeness, or lack of competence or inventiveness
r'-1 weakness shall not be in preparing the proposal.
pointed out. Offerors should
not be informed of rflative
strengths and weaknesses of
their proposals.

(4) See paragraphs 2 & 3 above. (4) Meaningful di. zussion3 conducted
with offerors regarding their cost
proposals shall include cost realism;
correlation between costs and related
technical elements; delivery schedules;
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tradeoff considerations relating to
performance, design to cost, life-cycle
cost, and logistic support.

(5) See paragraph 3 above. (5) Discussions shall not disclose the
strengths and weakn.sses of competing
offerors, or disclose any Information
from an offeror's proposal which would
enable another offeror to improve his
proposal.

(6) The evaluation board (6) The selected offcror's proposal
may discontinue evaluaticn must Satisfy ile Covernment's mfini-
of a proposal containing mum requirements.
major technical or business
deficiencies or omissions
or out-of-line costs.

(7) The evaluation board is (7) An independent cost estimate shall
to prepare a best estimate be developed to assist in determining
of probable costs of per- the most probable costs of each competi-
formance for each proposer, tor's proposal, Parrmetric cost estimat-
if selected, and all esti- Ing tecinniques or sitilDr approaches
mate of significant clnuges should be used to the extent practicable
in each proposal that. would to determine the reasonableness of these
have to be negotiated af ter costs. Tho source selection authority
selection with a discussion shall base his selection on what is tile
of negotiation cost objec- mu Lt probable outcome for each proposal.
tives. Tvis informatlon is
to be prclcntetI to the source
seleciloCL official. (Frot
the NASA Source Evaluation
Board Manual.)

(8) Final contract negotia- (8) Final negotiations leading to a
tion waitli Lhe solected of- deflnite contract will be held only
feror should include the with the 3onccted offeror.
correction of correctable
weaknesses and the nego-
tiation of estimated costs
to favorable levels. (NASA
Source Evaluation Board

Manual.)
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(9) No comparable provision. (9) Negotiations after selection of
the successful offeror shall not in-
volve material changes in the Govern-
ment s requirements or contractor's
proposal which affect the basis for
source selection.

The .. irison reveals the similarity of the procedures. In both
procedures there arc statements of the need to allow competitive-range
offerors the opportunity for discussions. Both procedureE stress the
need, however, of restricting discussion of technical proposals to clari-
fying or substantiating the proposal (or clarifying the solicitation mean-
ing when needed) and specifically prohibit discussions of technical weak-
nesses (NASA's term!) r deficiencies (DOD's term) relating to an offeror's
lack of competence, diligence, inventiveness, or lack of management abili-
ties, engineering or scientific judgment. Both procedures also provide--
more clearly in NASA's procedure, although obviously implied in DOD's pro-
cedure--for independent cost projections of the "most probable" cost of
each proposal including those costs made necessary by significant changes
in each proposal that would have to be negotiated with the successful offeror
after selection. These cast projections are also stated to be used in select:-
ing the successful offeror. Both procedures also call for dis ussion of
"correctable weaknesses" (explicit in the NASA procedure; implicit in the
DOD procedure) with Lhe selected offeror only.

Seaming differences between the procedures are: (1) DOI) expressly
mandates "meaningful discussions" of the cost proposal; NASA does not;
and (2) DO!) expressly requires that thi negol-iations with the success-
ful offeror after selection no'. involve material changes in the Govern-
ment's requirements or contractor's proposal which affect the basis for
source selection; NASA does not.

Since the DOI) procedures, in the main, are comparable to the NASA
procedures, our decisions involving contested NASA procurements may be
of aid in resolving the issue raised here. See, AiResearch Manufacturing
Companv of America, 56 Comp. GCn. _ , B-198369, September 27, 1977, 77 7
CPD 229.

ISSUE ANALYSIS

The hulk of the Sylvania criticism of the Air Force's use of the
DOI) procedures goes to the substantial increase in the cost of the work
negotiated by the Air Force with ITT after selection of the company.
Sylvania be±lieves tha only immaterial changes may be mnwd- in the suc-
cessftil offeror's proposal in final post-selectioi negotiations w1ith any
offeror and that the admission of the Air Force thaL a SuI)stalntial in-
crease in the price of iTr's contract was negotiated renders invalid
the Air Io-ce procedure.
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It is fundamental in the award of cost-reimbursement contracts of
the type awarded here that proposed costs be analyzed in terms of their
realism, since, regardless of the estimate submitted, the Government is
required--within certain limits--to pay the contractor's actual, allowable
and allozable costs. See Bell Aerospace Company; Computer Sciences Cor-
poration, 54 Comp. Gen. 352, 359 (1974), 74-2 CPD 248, and cases cited
therein. Thus, Government-evaluated costs rather than contractor-proposed
costs are important in determining the successful contractor for a cost-
reimbursement contract. This principle is for application whether the
procurement is made under NASA negotiation procedures or otherwise.

Generally, the time for evaluating costs in a Lost-reimbursement
contract is during the course of negotiations, As we said in 50 Comp.
Cen. 739 (1971), at page 745:

|'t * * the time for exploring the cost aspects of a
proposal--thaL is, all proposals within a competitive range--
Is during the course of negotiations and not at some time
after the receipt of best and final offers. * * *"

Nevertheless, in Bell Aerospace Company, supra, involving ;. non-NASA,
non-four-step procurement, we approved the Department of the Army's
decision to maize significant cost adjustments to submitted best and
final proposal!;. We reelcted the argument that 10 U.S.C. § 2304(g) re-
quired Lhat offerors be informed of those adjustments and be permitted--
through the reopening of negotiationl--to submit another round of proposals.
As we stated in the decision:

'"While we agree that negotiations are necessary to resolve
uncerta inties relntIng Lo the prtx-chase or price to be paid, there
is a point after which Cost negotiations most be concluded and
cost analysis musL begin. 10 U.S.C. § 2304(g) (1970) hat. been
interpreted so as to require conducting meaningful negotiations.
However, once this requirement has been met and best and final
offers have been received, it is, in the absence of more, then
incumbent: upon the agency to concle.,ively evaluate these best
and final offers. We do not feel that the failure to disclose
the quantum of cost adjustments made in cost analysis of the
best and final offers, "lth an opportunity for the ofierori-
to point out. errors, constitutes a failure to have meaningful
negctiaLions.
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"In this case, the cost realism study was performed
after submission of best and final offers. We recognize
that s ch a study should be made in this kind of situation.
On the other hand, the negotiation process cannot be in-
definitely extended for the purpose of providing the of-
feror an opportunity to take issue with the cost realism
study or any other evaluation determination. If the of-
feror feels that any aspect of the evaluation was improper,
he may protest and the matter will be considered."

Although in the Bell Aerospace Company Lase cost proposals were
adjusted for purpose of award evaluation, there is no indication--
contrary Lo the case here--that the Department actually awarded a con-
tract at the adjusted price. We did note that the lkpartment's award(
was "based on * * * knowledge" of the adjusted cost, however. Never-
theless, we did approve the process of Government adjustment of cost
proposals after the close of formal negotiations even when the non-NASA,
non-four-step negotiation procedures which governed the procurement did
not expressly provide for this adjustment process.

We see no significant difference between a process whiii -allows cost
adjustment of proposed costs after the close of discussions For purposes
of determining the successful contracLor--even though no formal. adjustment
of contract price is ultimately made--and an undisclosed cost adjust MenL
process used in award selection which ultimately results in a changed
contract price more in line with the Governmeiit-evaluaLted price as Wfis
done here.

In both cases, the undisclosed cost adjustments are used( Lo deter-
mine--along with other factors--the successful offeror. From the stand-
pc4jnt of equal competition among contending offerors seeking award, the
net resul]L is the same, namely, award selection on the basis of undIs-
closed cost adjustments. Moreover, it is clear that our Office hi3 im-
plicitly sanctioned the NASA procedure of allowing undisclosed cost
adjustments to be used not only in determining the successful offeror
but as a means of altering the selected offeror's proposed costs afLtor
selection but prior to award. See, for example, Lockheed Propulsion
Company, supra, at page 1032. To the extent that DOD)'s four-step pro-
cedure similarly treats cost adjustments, it is not subject to question.

It is implicit in Sylvania's argument that the DOD procedure is
different from the NASA procedure because the DOI) procedure specifically
directs the conduct of "meaningful discussions" regarding "cost realism"
and "correlation between costs and related technical elements" whereas
the NASA procedure does not contain a similar, express injunction.
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Although this express direction is found in the rOD procedure, the
DOD procedure also expressly requires negotiations after selection of the
successful offeror without in any way prohibiting changes in the offeror's
proposed costs to bring them more in line with the Government's estimate.
Thus, the two procedures, although not completely identical on a word-by-
word comparison, both contemplate cost and technical adjustments in the
selected proposal prior to award.

Further, we do not agree that significant percentage adjustments
may not he made in the selected offeror's cost proposal. We have already
approved the concept of undisclosed Lost adjustments both in the 1Bell
Aerospace and L.ockhecd Propulsion Company cases. This approval is based,
however, on assumptions that adequate cost and technical discussions have
been previously conducted among competitive-range offer'irs; that all offer-
ors have been permitted to submit best and final offers as a result of
those discussions; that the Government projections of ultimate cost are
sound; and that the ultimate changes in the successful offeror's proposal
do not affect the underlying assumptions which prompted the selection.

Sylvania, in effect, questions whether ITT's proposal should have been
considered ir che competitive range because of the admitted weaknesses in
the technical proposal, the correction of which, at least in part, resulted
in the significant increase (over ITT-proposed cost) in the Government-
evaluated cost used for award selection and the actual increase in contract
price neotILiated by the Air Force and ITT in post-selection discussions.

Sylvania makes thW. argument by noting the apparent inconsistency
between the Air Force position that ITT's proposal was properly for
acceptance and post-sclection discussions (even though it contained sig-
nificatit deficiencies--Lie phrase used by the board and the council) and
sonic of the "special Lest" ASI'R requirements. Those requirements provide
that a selected offeror's proposal must :Itisfy the Covernment's minimum
requirements and that a deficiency is that part of t1he proposal which
does not meet the Governmen-t's requirements.

We find no real inconsistency in the Air Force's position. It seems to
us that the provision that the selected proposal must meet the Govern-
ment's "minimum requirements" is nothing more than a requirement that--
aside from being the most advantageous proposal for acceptance under
the stated evaluation critcria--the proposal is to satisfy the Govern-
ment's core requirements for the work to be done to the cxtenc that the
proposal is genulinlJy considered to be in the competitive range for tie
procurement. Therefore, we do not view the "minimum requirements" pro-
vision as calling for a proposal meeting all requirements before selec-
tion, as Sylvania urges. This view is consistent with the ordinary
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understanding of what constitutes a competitive-range proposal. As we
stated in 52 Comp. Gen. 382, 385 (1972):

"We have held that a proposal must be considered to
he within the competitive range so as to require negotiations
unless it is so technically inferior that meaningful negotia-
tions are precluded."

Thus, the mere fact that a proposal may be technically inferior in one
or more respects--including "inferiority" relating to noncompliance
with some RFP requirements--does not necessarily eliminate a proposal
from being considered within tile competitive range.

In any event, as noted above, the evaluation board specifically found
that ITT's proposal met or exceeded all REP requirements although the
board found the proposal to contain "significant weaknesses" ini certain
areas. Further, the board's finding was confirmed by the council's obser-
vation that negotiations with either Sylvania or ITT would be successful
to thc. and that a contract would he agreed to that would meet the Air Force's
needs. Thus, we find rational support, based on our review of the entire
record, that ITT's propos'Ai was a competitivc-range proposal properly for
consideration for award as well as post-'selection dislcussions. Further,
based on our review of the record, we cannot concludel that the weaknesses--
both as to costs and technical matters--in ITT's proposal were .tch thatu
discussions--prior to selectBon--could have beeoA held wiLh the company
without violating the express restrictions of the )DOD procedure.

As to whether sufficient cost and technical discussions were held
with the offerors, we note that the Sylvania claims of less-than-sufficielnt
negotiations relate, almost exclusively, to the supposed lack of dis-
cussions not with itself but with ITT. We have reviewed Lhe lengthy
record of the discussions held with ITT. In our view, there is nothing in
the record to suggest that the discussions were other thanl reasonable at-
tempts to comply both with the literal requirements of the statute and the
DOD procedures. Further, it is our view that the discussions held were
in fact reasonably compliant with the governing statute and procedures,
recogniv.ng, under the above precedent, the broad authority granted pro-
curing agencies to decide the nature and extent of the discussions neces-
sary to comply with the statute. Consequently, and with full knowledge
of the significant cost increase negotiated with ITT after selection, we
reject Sylvania's argument that the Air Force improperly deferred to
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post-selection discussions matters that should have been discussed prior
to selection. We also find--contrary to Sylvania's assertion--that pro-
scribed "leveling" did not take place during the post-selection discussions.
Moreover, it is our view that Sylvania is alleging lack of discussions--
insofar as its own proposal is concerned--largely in the abstract by merely
citing the "benign" character of the questions asked of it during discus-
sions. To this extent, therefore, we consider that Sylvania's protest
is akin to the protest in Sperry Rand Corporation, supra, where, in denying
the protest, we also observed that the protester alleged lack of meaning-
ful discussions "largely in the abstract." Consequently, we cannot con-
clude that the Air Force failed Lo comply with the requirement of 10 U.S.C.
§ 2304(g) in this procurement.

Under the broad umbrella of its attack on the way the Air Force
implem2nted the procedures, Sylvania also questions the soundness of the
Air Force's cost projections concerning the likely ultimate cost of its
proposal compared with the projected costs of ITT's proposal. Issue is
also taken by Sylvania with the Air Force's judgment, that its proposal
was properly ranked lower than ITT's proposal.

We have specifically approved the use of the parametric cost evalu-
ationl technique adopted by the Air Force here in evalu.aLing proposals.
Raytheon CojipaLnv, 54 Comp. Ceii. 169 (1974), 74-2 CPD 137. Given our
acceptancc of tLhis technique, our approval of the concept of undisclosed
cost adjusLments Lo proposazls for uise in evaluation aid post-sclection
discussions, and our review of the results of the cost adjustments, we
cannot conclude that the projected differences in costs betweenl IT1' and
Sylvania lack a reasonable foundation, notwithstanding Sylvania's alle-
gation Lo the contrary. Moreover, as noted above, the Air Force's pre-
selection projection of the costs needed Lo correct ITT's deficiencies
was con'irmed by thlt Cost increase actually negotiated with IT1 during
post-selection discussions. Also, based on our review of the record,
we do not agree that Lhe evaluaLcd technical differences )etween the pro-
posals ]ack a rational foundaLion. On this point we must agree with the
Air Force's view that Sylvania has not been informed of all the technical
differences between Lhe proposals and is therefore not in a position to
realistically question the evaluated differences.

Protest denied.

Doputy Comptrollerd en.
of Lhe United States
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